
Course Module 

Stephen F. Austin State University 

MTH 220-001 & 002 Introduction to Probability and Statistics 

Math 202 10:15AM-12:10PM (001) & 12:30-2:25PM (002) MTWR 

 

Instructor 

Robert (Bob) Henderson 

Department: Mathematics & Statistics; Office: Math 344 

E-mail: hendersork@sfasu.edu 

Phone: Office: (936) 468-1540; Cell: (936) 615-7796 

BA in Math & History – Trinity University, San Antonio, TX (1978) 

MS in Mathematical Statistics – Southern Methodist University, Dallas, TX (1980) 

PhD in Mathematical Statistics – Southern Methodist University, Dallas, TX (1982) 

MBA – University of Delaware, Newark, DE (1988) 

Worked in industry for 27 years: ~6 years with DuPont as internal consultant for a variety of 

businesses and staff groups; then ~21 years in the semiconductor business, most with a supplier of a 

key enabling material for semiconductor production; and later with Samsung working primarily 

with engineers in process control efforts.  The entire 27 years included many training delivery, as 

well as course development activities related to basic statistics, experimental design, and process 

control systems.  Fall 2009 was first semester working at SFA. 

 

Teaching Hours – 10:15AM to 12:10PM & 12:30PM to 2:25PM MTWR 

Office Hours – M 2:30 to 5:00PM, TW 2:30 to 4:00PM, and by appointment 

 

Course Goals 

Statistics is a subject that has a tendency to evoke emotions for students.  These emotions can run 

from fear and loathing to apathy, and there are the occasional students who are excited about the 

subject.  However, the latter is generally not the norm.  One of the goals of the course will be to 

change any primary negative emotion associated with statistics to one of at least respect for the 

subject, if not excitement, and, of course to nurture even greater enthusiasm for anyone already 

interested in the subject. 

 

There is substantial evidence that statistics can be challenging for many students.  Traditionally, a 

significant barrier to having students embrace learning about statistics has been the relatively large 

number of formulas involved.  These are not going to go away, and there are many of them in the 

text; however, it is NOT going to be a goal of this course for the student to memorize formulas.  

Students will have access to formulas for all work and exams, just as you would in any future 

employment.   

 

My experience is that much of the challenge for many people with the subject of statistics is that the 

subject often requires us to think about things differently than we have before encountering this 

subject.  Statistics is a subject that requires admission of ignorance which takes a certain level of 

humility, security, and self-esteem to do.  Fortunately, it does not require an admission of complete 

and total ignorance, and certainly no one enrolled here at SFA would ever be so described.  

However, it does require admission of ignorance about a specific question or set of questions which 

are sufficiently important that effort to reduce our ignorance related to this question (or these 

questions) is deemed to be of some value. 

 

mailto:hendersork@sfasu.edu
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In order to reduce the level of ignorance, often an experiment is run, an observational study is 

conducted, or a survey of some sort is initiated, all of which generate data related to the question(s) 

of interest.  With the presence of data, there is always that lurking discipline of statistics, which is 

simply the art of extracting meaningful information from data. 

 

Unfortunately, what you will find out in this course is that there are many ways to do this and that 

rarely, if ever, will one approach provide the exact answer(s) to the original question(s).  This can 

make the study and use of statistics frustrating for some.  However, if the process of collecting, 

analyzing, and interpreting the relevant data is done well, then knowledge will be improved and the 

level of ignorance will be reduced.  If done poorly, then the level of ignorance may actually be 

increased.  Consequently, a second goal of this course is to provide the student with the knowledge 

necessary to understand when a statistical endeavor has been done well, and how such studies, even 

the well executed ones, may be lacking. 

 

This course is titled “Introduction to Probability and Statistics”, and this is what it is – an 

introduction.  You will not leave this course as a world-class statistician.  I have a PhD in statistics 

and over 27 years working with data and statistics in industry and do not consider myself a world-

class statistician.  However, the desire is for each of you to leave this class with respect for the 

discipline of statistics (and perhaps some with a level of excitement about the subject), as well as an 

understanding of its limitations.  In addition, you will acquire the background to be able to work 

with professional statisticians as a subject matter expert, including being able to more easily 

converse with a professional statistician, and ask pertinent questions about the approaches and 

assumptions being made in their efforts to help you address your question(s) of interest.  Another 

take-away from this course would ideally be a healthy perspective on what can and cannot be 

learned from a specific set of data and or a statistical report attempting to summarize that data. 

 

Text 

McWilliams, Joseph G.  A First Course in Probability and Statistics.  Pearson Custom Publishing, 

2
nd

 Custom Publishing (2008).  ISBN 13: 978-0-536-95026-0 

 

Computer Access/Skills 

It will be helpful to have access to a spreadsheet program such as Excel, as well as some skills in 

using the features of such software.  Many plots, analyses, and calculations can be done relatively 

simply via Excel, and almost every workplace will furnish a copy of this software (or something 

similar) to their employees.  Hence, gaining some experience in using it will likely be helpful 

beyond this course. 

 

Prerequisites 

Students will be expected to have some basic math skills (enough to obtain an acceptable score on 

the Math element in the SAT or ACT), and some facility with college-level algebra will be helpful.  

Any familiarity with calculus would be an additional plus, but it certainly is not required.  

 

Course Rationale 

Data surrounds us from all media: radio, TV computer, etc.  Data can be collected, summarized, and 

interpreted as statistics.  Decisions are often based on data and statistical summarizations of data.  

To help us better understand and live in our world, it is helpful to know something about statistics. 
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Across the domains of human knowledge, information is becoming more quantitative.  A basic 

understanding of statistics is necessary to make some sense out of all the data.  The use of statistics 

has increased in the workplace.  Market research, analysis of business trends, manufacturing, and 

quality assurance all make use of statistical analysis.  Statistics are also used both correctly and 

incorrectly in matters of political and public debate to achieve desired results without deliberately 

falsifying the data.  

 

The course is designed to introduce the statistical methodology that might be encountered in any of 

the above situations or others.  It is hoped that with this knowledge, the student will have some 

appreciation for how to critically evaluate the actual information conveyed by some of the more 

standard types of statistical analyses. 

 

Course Overview 

 

Classes 1-2: Introduction and Counting 

Classes 3-5: Probability 

Classes 6-8: Discrete Probability Distributions 

Classes 9-10: Continuous Probability Distributions 

Classes 11-12: Sampling Distributions 

Classes 13-15:  Inference 

Classes 16-17: Two-Sample Inference 

Classes 18-19:  Correlation & Simple Linear Regression 

 

Course Student Learning Objectives 

By completing homework and performing with a grade of 70 or higher on homework, quizzes, and 

the final exam, students will demonstrate their knowledge of and be able to: 

 

1. Understand the nature of and apply the rules of probability 

2. Determine mutually exclusive events in probability 

3. Use the addition rule in probability 

4. Use the multiplication rule in probability 

5. Determine the independence of events in probability 

6. Apply conditional probability 

7. Define basic terms including population, variable, parameter, and statistic 

8. Identify the different types of samples and the appropriate choice of sample 

9. Interpret graphic presentation of data 

10. Construct and understand frequency distributions 

11. Calculate the mean, median, variance, and standard deviation of raw data 

12. Determine measures of position using quartiles and percentiles 

13. Identify and define a normal probability distribution 

14. Apply the standard normal distribution to calculate probabilities 

15. Identify different sampling distributions 

16. Recall and use the Central Limit Theorem in problem solving 

17. Create confidence intervals for specified levels of confidence 

18. Define the nature of hypothesis testing 

19. Conduct a hypothesis test 

20. Identify and use the students t-distribution statistic 
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21. Define independent and dependent samples 

22. Identify and make inferences concerning mean differences using two dependent samples 

23. Identify and make inferences concerning differences using two independent samples 

24. Calculate the correlation coefficient 

25. Interpret simple regression analysis 

 

Departmental Course Syllabus Link: 

http://www2.sfasu/math/courses/syllabi/MTH220Syllabus.pdf 

 

About Assignments 

In preparing assignments, please be sure to include your name at the top of each page.  The 

problems should be in order with all work shown.  Since most of the solutions are recorded in the 

back of the text, no credit will be given for the correct answer when no work is shown, and/or no 

information is supplied related to how answers were obtained.  Since the grading will primarily be 

focused on the steps and/or approaches used to reach a final solution, neatness will count.  If the 

steps cannot be followed, or it is unclear how a specific step is reached in a given problem solution, 

then points will be lost. 

 

Virtually all of the problems in the book will be assigned for homework, but only 1 or 2 chosen at 

random will be evaluated for each homework result.  There will be approximately 30 homework 

assignments, and your best 25 scores will be used in the calculation of the homework grade. 

 

There will be approximately 8 quizzes assigned throughout the course, and again, there will often be 

multiple problems assigned for each take-home quiz, but only 1 or 2 problems chosen at random to 

be graded for each specific quiz result.  The best 6 of the quiz scores will be used in the calculation 

of the quiz grade.  

 

Answers 

Your book contains answers to most of the problems assigned. You are encouraged to check the 

answers to assist in your understanding of whether or not you have fully understood the problem.  

However, again, providing only the solution in the back of the book will result in no points 

being awarded.  In addition, not all the answers in the back of the book are correct, so beware. 

 

Grading 

Final grade will be determined based on the following proportions: 

 

Homework     50% 

Take-Home Quizzes    30% 

Final      20% 

 

Homework and quizzes will be collected at the beginning of the session for which they are due.  

Students wishing to retain homework to study from are asked to make a copy of their homework on 

their own prior to turning it in.  Homework will be checked and returned as quickly as possible.   

The final will be comprehensive.  

 

 

 

http://www2.sfasu/math/courses/syllabi/MTH220Syllabus.pdf
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Attendance 

While certainly not mandatory, since homework and quizzes account for 80% of the grade, and one 

or the other will be due at the beginning of each period (and the policy is to not accept late 

homework or quizzes), it will serve the student to regularly attend the class.  If you know you are 

going to have to miss a class, then either arrange to send your homework with a classmate, or bring 

it by my office prior to the class. 

 

Academic Integrity 

It is the responsibility of the student to abstain from cheating.  Dishonesty of any kind with respect 

to examinations, written assignments [completed] in or out of class, alteration of records, or illegal 

possession of current examinations or keys to examinations shall be considered cheating.  Courtesy 

and honesty require that any ideas or materials borrowed from another must be fully acknowledged. 

Offering the work of another as one’s own is plagiarism. The subject matter of ideas thus taken 

from another may range from a few sentences or paragraphs to entire articles copied from books, 

periodicals, or the writing of other students. The offering of materials assembled or collected by 

others in the form of projects or collections without acknowledgment is also considered plagiarism. 

Any student who fails to give credit for ideas or materials taken from another is guilty of 

plagiarism. 

Definition of Academic Dishonesty 

Academic dishonesty includes both cheating and plagiarism. Cheating includes but is not limited to 

(1) using or attempting to use unauthorized materials to aid in achieving a better grade on a 

component of a class; (2) the falsification or invention of any information, including citations, on an 

assigned exercise; and/or (3) helping or attempting to help another in an act of cheating or 

plagiarism. Plagiarism is presenting the words or ideas of another person as if they were your own. 

Examples of plagiarism are (1) submitting an assignment as if it were one's own work when, in fact, 

it is at least partly the work of another; (2) submitting a work that has been purchased or otherwise 

obtained from an Internet source or another source; and (3) incorporating the words or ideas of an 

author into one's paper without giving the author due credit.  (from SFA on-line Student Handbook) 

A full description of university procedures and penalties in response to cheating and plagiarism can 

be found in the on-line Student Handbook in the Academic Integrity section at 

http://www.sfasu.edu/policies/academic_integrity.asp. 

 

All of the above is the official policy of the school; however, the ultimate defender of academic 

integrity is each individual student.  In this class, it might be helpful to work in small groups on the 

problems.  Sharing ideas and helping each other with approaches to understand and solve the 

problems is not considered cheating or plagiarism.  Copying someone else’s homework results 

verbatim (or nearly so) is considered to be cheating (be warned that these situations are 

generally easy to identify, and both parties will be subject to the respective penalties).  You are 

encouraged to discuss the problems with others outside the classroom, but you are all considered 

adults, and until you provide evidence to the contrary, will be relied upon to set appropriate 

boundaries in how you work with others through the duration of this class. 

 

 

 

http://www.sfasu.edu/policies/academic_integrity.asp
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Withheld Grades 

Ordinarily, at the discretion of the instructor of record and with the approval of the academic 

chair/director, a grade of WH will be assigned only if the student cannot complete the course work 

because of unavoidable circumstances.  Students must complete the work within one calendar year 

from the end of the semester in which they receive a WH, or the grade automatically becomes an F.  

If students register for the same course in future terms, the WH will automatically become an F and 

will be counted as a repeated course for the purpose of computing the grade point average. 

 

Students with Disabilities 

In accordance with University policy, students with disabilities who need accommodations are 

expected to initiate a meeting with the professor immediately upon registering with Disability 

Services to discuss how accommodations included on the Special Accommodation Request form 

will be provided.  Students with disabilities who may have special needs and have not requested 

support services should seek assistance through Disability Services.  The Office of Disability 

Services (ODS) is located in the Human Services Building, room 325, and can be contacted by 

phone at 468-3004 / 468-1004 (TDD).  Failure to request services in a timely manner may delay 

appropriate accommodations.  For additional information, go to 

http://www.sfasu.edu/disabilityservices/. 

 

Acceptable Student Behavior 

Classroom behavior should not interfere with the instructor’s ability to conduct the class or the 

ability of other students to learn from the instructional program (see the Student Conduct Code, 

policy D-34.1). Unacceptable or disruptive behavior will not be tolerated. Students who disrupt 

the learning environment may be asked to leave class and may be subject to judicial, academic or 

other penalties. This prohibition applies to all instructional forums, including electronic, classroom, 

labs, discussion groups, field trips, etc. The instructor shall have full discretion over what behavior 

is appropriate/inappropriate in the classroom. Students who do not attend class regularly or who 

perform poorly on class projects/exams may be referred to the Early Alert Program.  This program 

provides students with recommendations for resources or other assistance that is available to help 

SFA students succeed.  

 

 

http://www.sfasu.edu/disabilityservices/

